
XR90 Multilayer Conduit
For safety and efficiency with robotic and 
automation applications



For robotic and automation applications
Cable protection with multilayer conduit and wear indicator

Innovative cable protection solutions from the leading sup-
plier
Safety and production continuity are at the heart of all production 
processes. Manufacturing companies rely on reliable, high-quality 
technology to ensure that their installations are safe while, at the 
same time, optimizing maintenance and operating costs.

With over 250,000 robots installed world-wide, ABB leads the 
way in the field of industrial robots, satisfying all of its customers' 
productivity and safety requirements. In addition, ABB's range 
of products also includes individual equipment components for 
robots to guarantee all-round quality and reliability. 

These include the innovative PMA XR90 multilayer conduit as 
cable protection for robotic and automation applications. Not only 
does it boast an extremely long service life of up to 10,000,000 
movement cycles, but it also 'shows' users how much wear the 
conduit has already suffered.

Extend your machine running times and reduce your costs
The PMA XR90 multilayer conduit is highly abrasion resistant and 
also has a wear indicator, consisting of three different coloured, 
specially formulated polyamide layers, which indicate the extent of 
the wear which has occurred. 

To start with, the conduit is black; during the course of normal 
wear, the yellow layer appears, this allows maintenance to be 
predicted and planned for. When, subsequently, the conduit's red 
layer appears, a replacement can be arranged in good time, and 
this keeps maintenance time and spare part storage costs at a 
suitably low level. 
By adopting the PMA XR90 multilayer conduit, both downtimes 
and spare part costs can be reduced to an absolute minimum.

The advantages for you:
- Great planning certainty thanks to the wear indicator
- Time and cost savings thanks to optimized maintenance work
- Efficient, space-saving assembly

Cables and cable protection systems are subject to severe stresses during 
daily use and can, over time, exhibit signs of abrasion at exposed places.

Tube clamps

Order No. Black

Slide half-shells Strain-relief clamps

Coarse profile Fine profile

BSH-R29 BGN-R29 BGN-S29G BGN-S29T

BSH-R36 BGN-R36 BGN-S36G BGN-S36T

BSH-R48 BGN-R48 BGN-S48G BGN-S48T

BSH-R56 BGN-R56 BGN-S56G -

BSH-R70 BGN-R70 BGN-R70G -

The material and its characteristics
 − For robotics and automation processes
 − With wear indicator
 − Outer, centre and inner layer made of specially formulated 

polyamide 12
 − Excellent abrasion resistance
 − Outstanding alternating stress bending resistance
 − Corrosion-resistant
 − Excellent mechanical properties
 − No sudden tube failure due to its tear propagation resistance

A comprehensive solution thanks to support brackets
Our matching tube clamps and half shells for running or 
fastening conduits in automation applications provide you with a 
comprehensive solution. The support brackets and half shells are 
manufactured as solid one-piece components from high-grade, 
specially formulated polyamide 6. Easy to fit, their space-saving 
design makes them the optimum solution when running cables in 
manoeuvrable automated applications; and their lower mechanical 
load (preventing torsion) offers longer conduit service life.

Please refer also to our complete and broad cable protection 
portfolio for automation and robotics on www.pma.ch.

Centre layer showing up as yellow
The first indication of abrasion; 
plan for upcoming maintenance

Inner layer showing up as red
Second indication of abrasion; 
have maintenance carried out now to 
avoid a lengthy production downtime

 XR90 Conduit

Order No. 

Conduit size

NW metric

XR90G-29BR 29 32

XR90G-36BR 36 40

XR90G-48BR 48 50

XR90G-56BR 56 68

XR90G-70BR 70 80
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